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1 Introduction
The connected graphs with spectral radius two were classified by Smith (see [1, Theorem 3.2.5]
and [13]) and they are as follows (where the index equals |V (G)| − 1):
A˜m (m ≥ 2) : · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
;
D˜m (m ≥ 4) :· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
;
E˜6 :· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
;
E˜7 :
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
;
E˜8 :
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
.
Moreover, each connected graph with spectral radius at most 2 is a subgraph of one of the
graphs above, and each connected graph with radius at least 2 contains one of the above graphs
as an induced subgraph. Note that except for A˜m, they are all trees. And this classification is
closely related to the classification of the irreducible root lattices. In this paper, we will look at
trees with spectral radius at most 3 and hence with smallest eigenvalue at least −3. Note that
there are infinite trees with spectral radius 3. For example, the family of trees in Figure 1:
· · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
Figure 1
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Now let us look at graphs with smallest eigenvalue at least −3. Let G be a graph with
m vertices, adjacency matrix A and smallest eigenvalue at least −3. Then A + 3I is positive
semidefinite and hence the Gram matrix of a set of vectors S = {x1, . . . ,xm}. Then the lattice
generated by S is an integral lattice generated by vectors with norm 3 (= length
√
3). So
understanding graphs with smallest eigenvalue at least −3 helps us to understand the integral
lattices generated by norm 3 vectors. And the trees with smallest eigenvalue at least −3 are
the simplest among them.
In this paper, we will look at a restricted class of trees with spectral radius at most 3,
namely, those that are integrally representable of norm 3. We say that the graph G with
adjacency matrix A is integrally representable of norm t if there exists a matrix N with integral
entries such that A + tI = NTN . Note that an integrally representable graph G with norm t
has smallest eigenvalue at least −t. In this paper, we will classify the integrally representable
trees of norm 3. For some other research on integral lattices, we refer to [3], [10], [11] and [12].
For some earlier work on integral lattices generated by vectors of norm 3, we refer to [9] and [1,
p.111].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we will give a construction to construct
integrally representable trees of norm 3. Moreover, in Section 4, we will show that with the
construction we can construct all integrally representable trees of norm 3. We will use Hoffman
graphs as our main tool. Properties of Hoffman graphs and other definitions and preliminaries
will be discussed in Section 2. We will conclude the paper with a discussion about seedlings.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Graphs
Throughout the paper we will consider only undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges.
Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph on m vertices. Recall that the adjacency matrix A of G is
an m ×m matrix indexed by the vertices of G such that Axy = 1 if the vertex x is adjacent
to the vertex y and Axy = 0 otherwise. We write x ∼ y if the vertices x and y are adjacent
and x 6∼ y if they are not adjacent. By the eigenvalues of G we mean the eigenvalues of A and
denote λmin(G) the smallest eigenvalue of G.
Let t be a positive integer. The graph G is called integrally representable of norm t, if there
exists a map ϕ : V (G)→ Zn for some positive integer n such that
(ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) =

t if x = y,
1 if x ∼ y,
0 otherwise.
We also call the map ϕ an integral representation of G of norm t. When t = 3, we have
ϕ(x)i ∈ {0,±1} for all x ∈ V (G) and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Let ϕ be an integral representation of G of norm t. Assume that G has vertices x1, ..., xm and
let N be the matrix whose xi
th column is equal to ϕ(xi) for i = 1, ...,m. Then N
TN = A+ tI,
where A is the adjacency matrix of G. This means λmin(G) ≥ −t.
A tree T is a connected undirected graph without cycles. If the tree T has an integral
representation of norm 3, we call it an integrally representable tree of norm 3.
2.2 Matrices
In this subsection, we will introduce two main theorems about matrices and its eigenvalues:
eigenvalue interlacing and the Perron-Frobenius Theorem.
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Theorem 2.1. ([5, Interlacing]) Let A be a real symmetric n × n matrix with eigenvalues
θ1 ≥ · · · ≥ θn. For some m < n, let S be a real n × m matrix with orthonormal columns,
STS = I, and consider the matrix B = STAS, with eigenvalues µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µm. Then,
(i) the eigenvalues of B interlace those of A, that is, θi ≥ µi ≥ θn−m+i, i = 1, . . . ,m;
(ii) if there exists an integer j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} such that θi = µi for 1 ≤ i ≤ j and θn−m+i = µi
for j + 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then the interlacing is tight and SB = AS.
For a matrix A, we write A > 0 (resp. A ≥ 0) when all its entries are positive (nonnegative).
Let A be a real n × n matrix with nonnegative entries. The matrix A is called irreducible if
there exists an integer p such that Ap > 0. Note that the matrix A is irreducible if and only
if the directed graph GA with vertices {1, . . . , n} and edges ij whenever Aij > 0 is strongly
connected. Now we recall the Perron-Frobenius Theorem as follows:
Theorem 2.2. ([1, Theorem 3.1.1]) Let A be a nonnegative irreducible matrix, then the follow-
ing holds:
(i) There is a real number θ0 and a real vector x0 with Ax0 = θ0x0, θ0 > 0,x0 > 0. If a
vector x ≥ 0,x 6= 0 and Ax ≥ θx, then θ ≤ θ0.
(ii) The eigenvalue θ0 of A has geometric and algebraic multiplicity one.
(iii) For each eigenvalue θ of A we have |θ| ≤ θ0.
(iv) If a vector x ≥ 0,x 6= 0 and Ax ≤ θx, then x > 0 and θ ≥ θ0; moreover, θ = θ0 if and
only if Ax = θx.
(v) If 0 ≤ B ≤ A and B 6= A, then every eigenvalue µ of B satisfies |µ| < θ0.
2.3 Hoffman graphs
Now we are in the position to give definitions and preliminaries of Hoffman graphs. Hoffman
graphs were introduced by Woo and Neumaier [14]. Most of the material of this section comes
from [7] and [14].
Definition 2.3. A Hoffman graph h is a pair (H, l) where H = (V,E) is a graph and l : V →
{f, s} is a labeling map satisfying the following conditions:
(i) every vertex with label f is adjacent to at least one vertex with label s;
(ii) vertices with label f are pairwise non-adjacent.
We call a vertex with label s a slim vertex, and a vertex with label f a fat vertex. We denote
by Vs(h) (resp. Vf (h)) the set of slim (resp. fat) vertices of h.
For a vertex x of h, we define N sh (x) (resp. N
f
h (x)) the set of slim (resp. fat) neighbors of
x in h. If every slim vertex of the Hoffman graph h has a fat neighbor, then we call h fat. In a
similar fashion, we define Nfh (x1, x2) to be the set of common fat neighbors of two slim vertices
x1 and x2 in h and N
s
h (f1, f2) to be the set of common slim neighbors of two fat vertices f1 and
f2 in h.
The slim graph of the Hoffman graph h is the subgraph of H induced on Vs(h).
A Hoffman graph h1 = (H1, l1) is called an induced Hoffman subgraph of h = (H, l), if H1 is
an induced subgraph of H and l1(x) = l(x) holds for all vertices x of H1.
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Let W be a subset of Vs(h). An induced Hoffman subgraph of h generated by W , denoted
by 〈W 〉h, is the Hoffman subgraph of h induced by W ∪ {f ∈ Vf (h) |f ∼ w for some w ∈W}.
Note that any graph can be considered as a Hoffman graph with only slim vertices, and vice
versa. We will not distinguish between Hoffman graphs with only slim vertices and graphs.
Definition 2.4. A Hoffman graph t = (T, l) is called tree-like if the graph T is a tree.
Definition 2.5. Two Hoffman graphs h = (H, l) and h′ = (H ′, l′) are isomorphic if there exists
an isomorphism σ : H → H ′ such that σ preserves the labeling.
Definition 2.6. For a Hoffman graph h = (H, l), let A be the adjacency matrix of H
A =
(
As C
CT O
)
in a labeling in which the fat vertices come last. The special matrix Sp(h) of h is the real
symmetric matrix Sp(h) := As − CCT . The eigenvalues of h are the eigenvalues of Sp(h). We
denote λmin(h) the smallest eigenvalue of h.
Definition 2.7. Let h be a Hoffman graph and let n be a positive integer. A mapping φ :
V (h)→ Rn satisfying
(φ(x), φ(y)) =

t if x = y ∈ Vs(h),
1 if x = y ∈ Vf (h),
1 if x and y are adjacent,
0 otherwise,
is called a representation of norm t, where (, ) is the standard inner product on Rn. We denote
by Λ(h, t) the lattice generated by {φ(x) | x ∈ V (h)}. Note that the isomorphism class of Λ(h, t)
depends only on t, and is independent of φ, justifying the notation.
Definition 2.8. Let h be a Hoffman graph and let n be a positive integers. A mapping ψ :
Vs(h)→ Rn satisfying
(ψ(x), ψ(y)) =

t− |Nfh (x)| if x = y,
1− |Nfh (x, y)| if x ∼ y,
−|Nfh (x, y)| otherwise,
is called a reduced representation of norm t, where (, ) is the standard inner product on Rn.
We denote by Λred(h, t) the lattice generated by {ψ(x) | x ∈ Vs(h)}. Note that the isomorphism
class of Λred(h, t) depends only on t, and is independent of ψ, justifying the notation.
Lemma 2.9. ([7, Theorem 2.8]) For a Hoffman graph h, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) h has a representation of norm t;
(ii) h has a reduced representation of norm t;
(iii) λmin(h) ≥ −t.
The following lemma shows how to construct a reduced representation of norm t from a
given representation of norm t.
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Lemma 2.10. ([7, Lemma 2.7]) Let h be a Hoffman graph having a representation of norm t.
Then h has a reduced representation of norm t, and Λ(h, t) is isomorphic to Λred(h, t)
⊕
Z|Vf (h)|
as a lattice.
A Hoffman graph h is called integrally representable of norm t, if h has an integral rep-
resention φ : V (h) → Zn of norm t for some n. From Lemma 2.10, we find that a Hoffman
graph h is integrally representable of norm t is also equivalent to that h has an integral reduced
representation ψ : Vs(h)→ Zn of norm t for some n.
An edge-signed graph S is a pair (S, sgn) of a graph S and a map sgn : E(S) → {+,−}.
Let V (S) = V (S), E+(S) := sgn−1(+) and E−(S) := sgn−1(−). Each element in E+(S) (resp.
E−(S)) is called a (+)-edge (resp. (−)-edge) of S. We represent an edge-signed graph S also
by the triple (V (S), E+(S), E−(S)).
For an edge-signed graph S, we define its signed adjacency matrix B(S) by
B(S)xy =

1 if xy ∈ E+(S),
−1 if xy ∈ E−(S),
0 otherwise.
A switching at vertex x is swapping the sign of each edge incident to x. Two edge-signed
graphs S and S ′ are called switching equivalent, if there exists a subset U ⊂ V (S) such that S ′
is isomorphic to the edge-signed graph obtained from S by switching at each vertex in U . Note
that switching equivalence is an equivalence relation that preserves eigenvalues.
Let ψ be a reduced representation of norm t of h. The special graph of h is the edge-signed
graph S(h) := (V (S(h)), E+(S(h)), E−(S(h))), where V (S(h)) = Vs(h) and
E+(S(h)) = {{x, y} | x, y ∈ Vs(h), x 6= y, sgn(ψ(x), ψ(y)) = +},
E−(S(h)) = {{x, y} | x, y ∈ Vs(h), x 6= y, sgn(ψ(x), ψ(y)) = −}.
The special ε-graph of h is the graph S(h) = (Vs(h), E
(S(h))) for  ∈ {+,−}.
Now, we introduce direct sums of Hoffman graphs.
Definition 2.11. Let h1 and h2 be two Hoffman graphs. We call a Hoffman graph h the direct
sum of h1 and h2, denoted by h = h1 ⊕ h2, if h satisfies the following condition:
There exists a partition
{
V 1s (h), V
2
s (h)
}
of Vs(h) such that induced Hoffman subgraphs gen-
erated by V is (h) are h
i for i = 1, 2 and Sp(h) =
(
Sp(h1) 0
0 Sp(h2)
)
with respect to the partition{
V 1s (h), V
2
s (h)
}
of Vs(h).
Clearly, by definition, the direct sum is associative, so that the sum ⊕ri=1hi is well-defined.
We can check that h is a direct sum of two non-empty Hoffman graphs if and only if Sp(h) is a
block matrix with at least 2 blocks. If h = h1 ⊕ h2 for some non-empty Hoffman subgraphs h1
and h2, then we call h decomposable. Otherwise, h is called indecomposable.
The following lemma gives a combinatorial interpretation of a direct sum of two Hoffman
graphs.
Lemma 2.12. Let h be a Hoffman graph and h1 and h2 be two induced Hoffman subgraphs of
h. The Hoffman graph h is the direct sum of h1 and h2 if and only if h1, h2, and h satisfy the
following conditions:
(i) V (h) = V (h1) ∪ V (h2);
(ii)
{
Vs(h
1), Vs(h
2)
}
is a partition of Vs(h);
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(iii) if x ∈ Vs(hi), f ∈ Vf (h) and x ∼ f , then f ∈ Vf (hi);
(iv) if x ∈ Vs(h1) and y ∈ Vs(h2), then x and y have at most one common fat neighbor, and
they have one if and only if they are adjacent.
Lemma 2.13. ([7, Lemma 3.4]) A Hoffman graph h is indecomposable if and only if its special
graph S(h) is connected.
Lemma 2.14. ([7, Lemma 2.12]) Suppose Hoffman graph h is the direct sum of Hoffman graphs
h1 and h2, that is h = h1 ⊕ h2, then λmin = min{λmin(h1), λmin(h2)}.
For an integer t ≥ 1, let h(t) be the Hoffman graph with one slim vertex and t fat neighbors.
The proof of [7, Lemma 3.5] gives us the following lemma.
Lemma 2.15. Let t be a positive integer. If the Hoffman graph h with λmin(h) ≥ −t contains
h(t) as an induced Hoffman subgraph, then λmin(h) = −t and h = h(t) ⊕ h′ for some induced
Hoffman subgraph h′ of h. In particular, if h is indecomposable, then h = h(t).
Definition 2.16. Let µ be a real number with µ ≤ −1 and let h be a Hoffman graph with
λmin(h) ≥ µ. Then h is called µ-saturated if no fat vertex can be attached to h in such a way
that the resulting Hoffman graph has smallest eigenvalue at least µ.
Definition 2.17. Let µ be a real number with µ ≤ −1 and let h be a Hoffman graph with
λmin(h) ≥ µ. The Hoffman graph h is said to be µ-reducible if there exists a Hoffman graph h˜
containing h as an induced Hoffman subgraph such that there is a decomposition {h˜i}2i=1 of h˜ with
λmin(h˜i) ≥ µ and Vs(h˜i) ∩ Vs(h) 6= ∅ (i = 1, 2). We say that h is µ-irreducible if λmin(h) ≥ µ
and h is not µ-reducible. A Hoffman graph h is said to be reducible if h is λmin(h)-reducible.
We say h is irreducible if h is not reducible.
In particular, an irreducible Hoffman graph is indecomposable. But the converse is not true
in general.
2.4 Some results on an integrally representable Hoffman graph h of norm 3
Let the Hoffman graph h be integrally representable of norm 3 and φ : V (h)→ Zn be an integral
representation of norm 3. From Lemma 2.10, we may assume that φ is a mapping from V (h) to
Zn
⊕
Z|Vf (h)|, where its composition with the projection Zn
⊕
Z|Vf (h)| → Zn gives an integral
reduced representation ψ : Vs(h) → Zn. Therefore, in this paper, when a Hoffman graph h is
integrally representable of norm 3, we always write
φ(x) = ψ(x) +
∑
f∈Nfh (x)
ef , and
ψ(x) =
n∑
j=1
ψ(x)jej , ψ(x)j ∈ {0,±1}.
By Definition 2.8, we have∣∣{j | j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ψ(x)j ∈ {1,−1}}∣∣ = 3− |Nfh (x)|.
Let x1 and x2 be two distinct slim vertices of h. If N
f
h (x1) 6= ∅ and Nfh (x2) 6= ∅, then, from
[7, Lemma 3.6], we have (ψ(x1), ψ(x2)) ∈ {0,±1} and if Nfh (x1) = ∅ or Nfh (x2) = ∅, then we
have (ψ(x1), ψ(x2)) ∈ {0, 1} by Definition 2.8.
The following three results will be important for this paper.
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Lemma 2.18. ([7, Lemma 4.2 and Claim 4.4]) Let h be a fat, (−3)-saturated Hoffman graph
with an integral representation ψ of norm 3 and let I =
{
i | i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and there exists
x ∈ Vs(h) such that ψ(x)i 6= 0
}
. Then the following holds:
(i) For each i ∈ I, there exist x1, x2 ∈ Vs(h) such that ψ(x1)i = −ψ(x2)i = 1.
(ii) If there exists x1, x2 ∈ Vs(h) and i ∈ I such that ψ(x1)i = −ψ(x2)i = 1, then x1 and x2
have distance at most 2 in S−(h).
Lemma 2.19. [8] Let h be an indecomposable Hoffman graph with an integral representation
of norm 3, then there exists a Hoffman graph h˜ satisfying the following properties:
(i) h˜ is fat, (−3)-saturated and integrally representable of norm 3;
(ii) h˜ has h as an induced Hoffman subgraph;
(iii) h˜ has the same slim graph as h.
Theorem 2.20. ([7, Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.9]) Let h be a fat and indecomposable Hoffman
graph with λmin(h) ≥ −3. Then the following holds:
(i) If h is (−3)-saturated and integrally representable of norm 3, then its special (−)-graph
S−(h) is isomorphic to Am, Dm, A˜m−1 or D˜m−1, where m = |Vs(h)|.
(ii) If h contains a slim vertex with at least two fat neighbors, then h is integrally representable
of norm 3.
3 Tree-like Hoffman graphs
3.1 Stripped Hoffman graphs
Let t1 and t2 be two tree-like Hoffman graphs, then the Hoffman graph t := t1 ⊕ t2 is not tree-
like. So, in order to construct tree-like Hoffman graphs from smaller ones, we need to remove
some fat vertices from the direct sum. This leads us to the definition of the stripped Hoffman
graph. Let H = {hi | i = 1, . . . , r} be a finite family of Hoffman graphs. We define the stripped
Hoffman graph hs(H) by
hs(H) = ⊕ri=1hi − ∪
i<j
Vf (hi) ∩ Vf (hj).
Lemma 3.1. Let H = {hi | i = 1, . . . , r} be a family of connected Hoffman graphs. Then the
Hoffman graph hs(H) = hs(h1, . . . , hr) is tree-like if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) hs(H) is connected;
(ii) hi is tree-like for i = 1, . . . , r;
(iii) |Vf (hi) ∩ Vf (hj)| ≤ 1 for any i 6= j;
(iv) Vf (hi1) ∩ Vf (hi2) ∩ Vf (hi3) = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < i3 ≤ r;
(v) if a fat vertex f ∈ Vf (hi) ∩ Vf (hj) where i 6= j, then f is a leaf for at lest one of them.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the conditions (i)-(v) are sufficient and necessary to
ensure that hs(H) is tree-like.
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Remark 3.2. (i) A tree-like Hoffman graph is indecomposable.
(ii) Let H = {hi | i = 1, . . . , r} be a family of Hoffman graphs. If Vf (hi1)∩Vf (hi2)∩Vf (hr) = ∅
for all 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ r − 1, then hs(h1, . . . , hr) = hs(hs(h1, . . . , hr−1), hr).
(iii) If a tree-like Hoffman graph t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of the Hoffman graph h1⊕h2
where Vs(h1 ⊕ h2) = Vs(t), then t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of hs(h1, h2).
3.2 Some results on tree-like Hoffman graphs
In this subsection, we will give several results about tree-like Hoffman graphs with smallest
eigenvalue at least −3.
Proposition 3.3. Let t = (T, l) be a tree-like Hoffman graph with λmin(t) ≥ −3. Then the
special graph of t is an edge-signed tree or t ∼=
1
.
Proof. Note that the Hoffman graph
1
is (−3)-saturated (see [8, Table 1]). So, if
1
is a
proper induced Hoffman subgraph of t, then t contains
x y
−
x y
1
or
x y
−
x y
1
as an induced Hoffman
subgraph, because t is tree-like. But λmin(
x y
−
x y
1
) < −3 and λmin(
x y
−
x y
1
) < −3. This shows that
if t 6∼=
1
, then every fat vertex of t has at most two slim neighbors (which are not adjacent in
t). Now the special graph of t is obtained by replacing
−
1
by −
1
, and removing the fat
leaves of t. This shows the statement.
Lemma 3.4. Let T = (T, sgn) be an edge-signed tree. Then (T, sgn) is switching equivalent
to (T,−). Therefore, for the signed adjacency matrix B(T ) of T , there exists a real diagonal
matrix D such that DB(T )D ≤ 0, where D−1 = D.
Proof. This follows by an easy induction on the number of vertices.
Lemma 3.5. Let t = (T, l) be a tree-like Hoffman graph with λmin(t) ≥ −3. Then the following
holds:
(i) There exists a real diagonal matrix D such that DSp(t)D ≤ 0, where Sp(t) is the special
matrix of t and D−1 = D.
(ii) The multiplicity of λmin(t) is equal to 1.
Proof. If t =
1
, Sp(t) =
−1 −1 −1−1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1
. If t 6=
1
, its special graph S(t) is an edge-signed
tree (T, sgn) and for its special matrix Sp(t), there exists a real diagonal matrix D such that
DSp(t)D ≤ 0 where D−1 = D by Lemma 3.4, as each off-diagonal entry of Sp(t) has the same
sign of the corresponding entry of the sign adjacency matrix of (T, sgn). Hence (i) holds. Since
−Sp(t) is similar to a non-negative irreducible matrix, (ii) follows by Theorem 2.2 (ii).
Proposition 3.6. Let t1 = (T1, l1) and t2 = (T2, l2) be tree-like Hoffman graphs with λmin(t1), λmin(t2) ≥
−3. Assume that the Hoffman graph t = hs(t1, t2) is tree-like. Then one of the following holds:
(i) (λmin(t1)− λmin(t))(λmin(t2)− λmin(t)) < 0;
(ii) λmin(t1) = λmin(t2) = λmin(t).
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Proof. Suppose Vs(t1) = {x1, . . . , xp} and Vs(t2) = {y1, . . . , yq}. As t is a tree-like Hoffman
graph, we may assume, by Lemma 3.1, that |Vf (t1) ∩ Vf (t2)| = |{f}| = 1 and the fat vertex f
is a leaf of t1 with V
s
t1(f) = {xp} and V st2(f) = {y1, . . . , yq1}.
Since t1 and t2 are tree-like Hoffman graphs, there exist real diagonal matrices D1 and D2
such that D−11 = D1, D
−1
2 = D2, D1Sp(t1)D1 ≤ 0 and D2Sp(t2)D2 ≤ 0 all hold. For i = 1, 2,
let S˜i = −D−1i Sp(ti)Di and λi = λmax(S˜i) = −λmin(ti). By Theorem 2.2, there exist vectors u
and v such that u,v > 0, S˜1u = λ1u and S˜2v = λ2v. We may also assume uxp =
∑q1
i=1 vyi .
Let Sp(t) =
(
S11 S12
S21 S22
)
, where S11 = Sp(t)|Vs(t1), S22 = Sp(t)|Vs(t2), and S12 = ST21 =(
0
1 ··· 1 ··· 0
)
. Then
(
D1
D2
)
Sp(t)
(
D1
D2
)
≤ 0 or
(
−D1
D2
)
Sp(t)
(
−D1
D2
)
≤ 0. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that we are in the first case. Let S˜ = −
(
D1
D2
)
Sp(t)
(
D1
D2
)
and λ0 = λmax(S˜) = −λmin(t). Then we have S˜
(
u
v
)
=
(
λ1u
λ2v
)
. First, we assume λ1 ≥ λ2. Then
λ1
(
u
v
) ≥ S˜ ( uv ) = ( λ1uλ2v ) ≥ λ2 ( uv ). This implies λ1 ≥ λ0 ≥ λ2 by Theorem 2.2. Moreover, if
λ0 = λ1 or λ0 = λ2, then
(
u
v
)
is an eigenvector of S˜ for λ0 and λ1 = λ2 = λ0. The case λ1 ≤ λ2
follows in a similar fashion. This completes the proof.
In general, we have the following proposition from Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.7. Let T = {ti | i = 1, . . . , r} be a family of tree-like Hoffman graphs with
λmin(ti) ≥ −3 for i = 1, . . . , r. Assume that the Hoffman graph t = hs(T) = hs(t1, . . . , tr) is
tree-like. Then the following holds:
(i) min{λmin(ti) | i = 1, . . . , r} ≤ λmin(t) ≤ max{λmin(ti) | i = 1, . . . , r};
(ii) λmin(t) = −3 if and only if λmin(ti) = −3 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , r}.
Proposition 3.8. Let t be a tree-like Hoffman graph with all internal vertices having valency
3 and all its leaves fat. Then t = hs(t1, . . . , tm), where m = |Vs(t)| and ti is isomorphic to
1
for i = 1, . . . ,m.
Moreover, t is integrally representable of norm 3 and λmin(t) = −3.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of slim vertices of t. The base case m = 1 is
trivial. Suppose m ≥ 2. Note that all its internal vertices are slim and there exists a slim vertex
x having only one slim neighbor y. Now attach a fat vertex to be exactly the fat neighbor of
x and y. Then the resulting Hoffman graph h = h1 ⊕ h2 and t = hs(h1, h2), where h1 is the
tree-like Hoffman graph satisfying the condition of this proposition and h2 is isomorphic to
1
with the slim vertex x. By the induction hypothesis, we have h1 = hs(t1, . . . , tm−1). Hence
t = hs(hs(t1, . . . , tm−1), h2) = hs(t1, . . . , tm) by Remark 3.2 (ii). Considering that the Hoffman
graph
1
is integrally representable of norm 3 with smallest eigenvalue −3, the proposition
holds.
Using Proposition 3.8, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.9. Let t be a tree-like Hoffman graph with all internal vertices have valency
at most 3 and any fat vertex is a leaf. Then t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of a tree-like
Hoffman graph t˜ = hs(t1, . . . , tm), where m = |Vs(t)| = |Vs(˜t)| and ti is isomorphic to
1
for
i = 1, . . . ,m. In particular, t is integrally representable of norm 3.
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3.3 A family of (−3)-irreducible tree-like Hoffman graphs
In this subsection, we will introduce an infinite family F of tree-like Hoffman graphs, which are
integrally representable of norm 3. In Section 4, we will use the tree-like Hoffman graphs in this
family to construct the integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graphs of norm 3.
Definition 3.10. Let m ≥ 2 be a positive integer. We define cm to be the tree-like Hoffman
graph with slim vertex set Vs(cm) and fat vertex set Vf (cm) as follows:
Vs(cm) = {y1, y2, . . . , ym}, Vf (cm) = {f1, f1,2, fm}, where the adjacency relation is
yi ∼ yi+2, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 2,
f1 ∼ y1, f1,2 ∼ y1, f1,2 ∼ y2, fm ∼ ym.
Note that c2 is the tree-like Hoffman graph
1
and c3 is the tree-like Hoffman graph
1
.
Definition 3.11. We define the family F of tree-like Hoffman graphs as the union of the families
F′ and C, where F′ = {
1
,
1
,
1
} and C = {ci | i = 2, 3, . . .}.
In Lemma 3.12, we will show that the tree-like Hoffman graphs in F are (−3)-irreducible.
Note that, by Definition 2.17, if a Hoffman graph h is (−3)-reducible, then there exists a way to
attach fat vertices to h such that the obtained Hoffman graph h˜ is decomposable and satisfies
λmin(h˜) ≥ −3.
Lemma 3.12. Let t be a tree-like Hoffman graph in F. Then λmin(t) = −3. Moreover, t is
(−3)-irreducible and integrally representable of norm 3.
Proof. If t ∈ F′, the result is obvious. Now we assume that t = cm ∈ C.
First, we prove that λmin(cm) = −3. It is easy to obtain that λmin(c2) = −3. If m ≥ 3,
define the reduced representation ψcm of cm of norm 3 as follows:
ψcm(y1) = e1 , ψcm(y2) = −e1 + e2 ,
ψcm(yi) = ei−2 + (−1)i−1ei−1 + ei, i = 3, . . . ,m− 1,
ψcm(ym) = em−2 + (−1)m−1em−1.
This shows that cm is integrally representable of norm 3. Let N be the matrix whose yi
th
column is equal to ψcm(yi), for i = 1, ...,m. Then Sp(cm) + 3I = N
TN and λmin(cm) ≥ −3.
Note that N is an (m − 1) ×m matrix. This implies that the rank of the matrix Sp(cm) + 3I
is at most m− 1 and −3 is an eigenvalue of cm. Hence λmin(cm) = −3.
Now we show that cm is (−3)-irreducible. Suppose this is not the case. Let c˜m be the
decomposable Hoffman graph with λmin(c˜m) ≥ −3, which is obtained by attaching smallest
number of fat vertices to cm. Let c˜m,1 be the indecomposable factor of c˜m with y1 ∈ Vs(c˜m,1).
Note that there is no fat vertex f ∈ Vf (c˜m,1)−Vf (cm) such that f ∈ Nfc˜m,1(yi, yj) with i−j = 1(
mod 2), where yi, yj ∈ Vs(c˜m,1). Let m′ = min{i | yi has a fat neighbor in the set Vf (c˜m,1) −
Vf (cm)}. It is easy to check that 2 ≤ m′ < m. Then c˜m,1 has the tree-like Hoffman graph
cm′(ym′+1), which is obtained by attaching slim vertex ym′+1 to cm′ as a slim neighbor of the
vertex ym′−1, as an induced Hoffman subgraph. By Lemma 3.5 (i) and Theorem 2.2 (v), we
have that λmin(cm′) = −3 > λmin(cm′(ym′+1)). Hence −3 > λmin(cm′(ym′+1)) ≥ λmin(c˜m,1) ≥
λmin(c˜m) = −3. This gives a contradiction and the lemma holds.
Remark 3.13. The tree-like Hoffman graph cm has a unique integral representation of norm
3, up to isomorphism.
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4 Integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graphs
In this section, we will study integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graphs of norm 3 and
in Corollary 4.9, we will show that each of them is a stripped Hoffman graph of a finite family
of tree-like Hoffman graphs. Now we start with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let t be an integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graph of norm 3. Then there
exists a family of tree-like Hoffman graphs T = {t1, . . . , tr(t)} such that t is an induced Hoffman
subgraph of the Hoffman graph ⊕r(t)i=1ti, where
(i) ti is integrally representable of norm 3;
(ii) each Hoffman graph hi that is integrally representable of norm 3 and contains ti as an
induced Hoffman subgraph with Vs(hi) = Vs(ti) is indecomposable;
(iii) the Hoffman graph ⊕r(t)i=1ti has the same slim graph as t.
Proof. The proof is given by induction on the number m of slim vertices of t. If m = 1, the result
is obviously true. So we may assume that m ≥ 2 and there exists a decomposable and integrally
representable Hoffman graph g of norm 3, that contains t as an induced Hoffman subgraph with
Vs(g) = Vs(t), as otherwise T = {t}. Suppose g = ⊕ri=1gi, where gi is the indecomposable factor
of g for i = 1, . . . , r with r ≥ 2. Note that for each i, the slim graph of gi is a tree or forest. Let
g′i be the induced subgraph of gi, where Vs(g
′
i) = Vs(gi) and Vf (g
′
i) = {f ∈ Vf (gi) | f ∈ Vf (t)
or there exists j 6= i such that f ∈ Vf (gj)}. As a consequence, g′i is a disjoint union of tree-
like Hoffman graphs, that is g′i = ∪rij=1ti,j = ⊕rij=1ti,j , where ti,j is an integrally representable
tree-like Hoffman graph of norm 3. By the induction hypothesis, we have that ti,j is an induced
Hoffman subgraph of the Hoffman graph ⊕r(ti,j)k=1 ti,j,k, where ⊕
r(ti,j)
k=1 ti,j,k has the same slim graph
as ti,j and ti,j,k satisfies (i) and (ii). Hence t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of Hoffman graph
⊕ri=1 ⊕rij=1 ⊕r(ti,j)k=1 ti,j,k, which satisfies (i)-(iii) and this completes the proof.
For the proof of the next theorem, we need to introduce the definition of the weighted graph.
A weighted graph is a pair (G,w) of a graph G and a weight function w : V (G) → Z≥0.
The weighted special (−)-graph of a Hoffman graph h is the weighted graph (S−(h), w), where
w(x) := |{f : f is a fat neighbor of x in h}|.
Theorem 4.2. Let T be the family of non-isomorphic tree-like Hoffman graphs t which satisfy
the following properties:
(i) t is integrally representable of norm 3;
(ii) each Hoffman graph h that is integrally representable of norm 3 and contains t as an
induced Hoffman subgraph with Vs(h) = Vs(t) is indecomposable.
Then the maximal tree-like Hoffman graphs in T are isomorphic to one of the Hoffman graphs
in F.
Proof. Let t be a maximal tree-like Hoffman graph in T. Lemma 2.19 shows that there exists a
fat, (−3)-saturated and integrally representable Hoffman graph h of norm 3, whic is obtained
by attaching fat vertices to t. The assumption of the theorem implies that h is indecomposable.
Let the graph T be the slim graph of h and |Vs(h)| = |Vs(t)| = |Vs(T )| = |{x1, . . . , xm}| = m.
Note that T is a tree or forest.
If m ≤ 3, then Koolen et al. [8] showed that h is one of the Hoffman graphs in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Since the tree-like Hoffman graph t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of hi for some i ∈
{1, . . . , 8}, it is easy to check that t is exactly isomorphic to one of the Hoffman graphs
1
,
1
,
1
,
1
,
1
and the theorem holds.
Now we consider the case m ≥ 4. We will proceed with a sequence of claims, which we
will use later in the proof. Denote by S−(h) (resp. (S−(h), w)) the special (−)-graph (resp.
weighted special (−)-graph) of h. Denote by φ (resp. ψ) an integral representation (resp.
reduced representation) of h of norm 3. If there exists a vertex xi such that w(xi) = 3 in
(S−(h), w), then h is isomorphic to the Hoffman graph
1
by Lemma 2.15 with m = 1. Hence
we have w(xi) ∈ {1, 2} for any vertex xi of S−(h).
Claim 4.3. Suppose that y1 and y2 are two distinct slim vertices of h, then |Nfh (y1, y2)| ≤ 1.
(Proof of Claim 4.3). If |Nfh (y1, y2)| ≥ 2, then (ψ(y1), ψ(y2)) = −1 and y1 ∼ y2 in h for
(ψ(y1), ψ(y2)) ∈ {0,±1}. From [8], we find that h is exactly the Hoffman graph
xi xj
y1 y2
1
and this contradicts the condition m ≥ 4.
Claim 4.4. Suppose that the path P = y1y2 is an induced subgraph of S
−(h) with w(y1) =
w(y2) = 2. Then one of y1 and y2 is a leaf of S
−(h). Moreover, if there exists a vertex y3
adjacent to y2 in S
−(h), then y3 ∼ y1 in h.
(Proof of Claim 4.4). By [8], if neither y1 nor y2 is a leaf of S
−(h), then h is one of the Hoffman
graphs
yx z1
z2
x
z1
z2
f2
f3
yf1
x
z1
z2
f1
y
f2
yx z
1
,
x2x1 x3
x4
x2x1 x3 x4
f1 f3
f1′ f3′
x2
x3
x4
x1
1
and
x yx1 y1
z
x y
x1 y1
f1
f2
f3
z
1
. As the slim graph T of h has no cycle, h is not the Hoffman graph
yx z1
z2
x
z1
z2
f2
f3
yf1
x
z1
z2
f1
y
f2
yx z
1
. If h is the Hoffman graph
x2x1 x3
x4
x2x1 x3 x4
f1 f3
f1′ f3′
x2
x3
x4
x1
1
, then the tree-like Hoffman graph t is exactly the Hoffman
graph
f4f1 f3
x1 x3 x2
f1 f1 f2 f2
1
. It is easy to see that t is an induced subgraph of g =
f4f1 f3
x1 x3 x2
f1 f1 f2 f2
1
⊕
f4f1 f3
x1 x3 x2
f1 f1 f2 f2
1
⊕
f4f1 f3
x1 x3 x2
f1 f1 2 f2
1
and g is
integrally representable of norm 3 and decomposable. This contradicts the assumption of the
theorem. If h is the Hoffman graph
x yx1 y1
z
x y
x1 y1
f1
f2
f3
z
1
, then t is exactly the Hoffman graph
f4f1 f3
x1 x3 x2
f1 f1 f2 f2
1
and this
gives a contradiction to the assumption of the theorem again by Proposition 3.9. Without loss
of generality, we may define ψ(y1) = e1 and ψ(y2) = −e1, it is easy to see that if y3 is adjacent
to y2 in S
−(h), then (ψ(y3), e1) = 1 and y3 ∼ y1 in h.
Claim 4.5. Suppose that the path P = y1y2 · · · yp is an induced subgraph of S−(h) with w(yi) = 1
for i = 2, 3, . . . , p − 1. Then the graph P¯ , the complement of P , is an induced subgraph of T .
Hence P¯ has no cycle and p ≤ 4. In particular, if p = 3 or 4, then y1 ∼ yp in h.
(Proof of Claim 4.5). This follows by the fact that the unique fat neighbor of y2 is the fat
neighbor of all the other yi’s.
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Claim 4.6. Suppose that the path P = y1y2y3 is an induced subgraph of S
−(h) with w(y1) =
w(y3) = 1 and w(y2) = 2. Then N
f
h (y1, y3) = ∅.
(Proof of Claim 4.6). Otherwise, |Nfh (y1, y3)| = 1 and (ψ(y1), ψ(y3)) ≤ 0. As y1 6∼ y3 in S−(h),
we have (ψ(y1), ψ(y3)) = 0 and y1 ∼ y3 in h. Now we may define ψ(y1) = e1 + e2, ψ(y2) =
−e2, ψ(y3) = −e1+e2, and φ(y1) = e1+e2+ef1 , φ(y2) = −e2+ef1+ef2 , φ(y3) = −e1+e2+ef1 .
If there exists a vertex yi adjacent to y1 or y3 in S
−(h) where i 6= 2, then Nfh (yi, yj) = {f1}
and (ψ(yi), ψ(yj)) ≤ 0 for j = 1, 2, 3. This is not possible. Hence there exists a vertex yk
adjacent to y2 in S
−(h) as S−(h) is connected by Theorem 2.20 (i) and |Vs(h)| = m ≥ 4.
But we have yk 6∼ y1 and yk 6∼ y3 in S−(h), since S−(h) is isomorphic to Am, A˜m−1, Dm or
D˜m−1. Hence (ψ(yk), ψ(y2)) < 0, (ψ(yk), ψ(y1)) ≥ 0 and (ψ(yk), ψ(y3)) ≥ 0. It is easy to check
that (ψ(yk), ψ(y1)) = 0 or (ψ(yk), ψ(y3)) = 0 is not possible. Hence (ψ(yk), ψ(y1)) > 0 and
(ψ(yk), ψ(y3)) > 0 and this implies that yk ∼ y1 and yk ∼ y3 in h and y1y3yk is a cycle of T .
This gives a contradiction.
Claim 4.7. Suppose the path P = y1y2y3 is an induced subgraph of S
−(h) with w(y1) = w(y3) =
1 and w(y2) = 2. Then one of the following holds:
(a) y1 ∼ y3 in h;
(b) y1 or y3 is a leaf of S
−(h).
(Proof of Claim 4.6). Suppose this is not the case. Then y1 6∼ y3 in h. We also have y1 6∼ y3
in S−(h). So (ψ(y1), ψ(y3)) = 0 and we may define ψ(y1) = e1 + e2, ψ(y2) = −e2, ψ(y3) =
−e1 + e2. From Claim 4.6, we find Nfh (y1, y3) = ∅. Hence without loss of generality, define
φ(y1) = e1 + e2 + ef1 , φ(y2) = −e2 + ef1 + ef2 , φ(y3) = −e1 + e2 + ef2 . As neither y1 nor
y3 is a leaf of S
−(h), there exists a vertex y′i ∼ yi in S−(h) for i = 1, 3. It follows that
(φ(y′1),−e1 + ef1) = 2 and (φ(y′3), e1 + ef2) = 2. From Lemma 2.18 (ii), the vertices y′1 and y′3
have distance at most 2 in S−(h). If there exists a vertex y4 adjacent to y′1 and y′3 in S−(h), then
w(y4) = 2 as otherwise y
′
1 ∼ y′3 by Claim 4.5 and y′1y2y′3 is a cycle in T . But, if w(y4) = 2, we
can not find ψ(y4) satisfying (ψ(y4), ψ(y
′
1)) = −1 and (ψ(y4), ψ(y′3)) = −1, as (ψ(y′1), e1) = −1,
(ψ(y′3), e1) = 1 and (ψ(y′1), ψ(y′3)) ≥ 0. Hence y′1 ∼ y′3 in S−(h) and Vs(h) = {y1, y2, y3, y′1, y′3}.
If w(y′1) 6= 2 in (S−(h), w), then ψ(y′1) = −e1 ± eq for some q ≥ 3 and (ψ(y′3), eq) = 0. Now
we can not find y ∈ Vs(h) such that ψ(y)q = −ψ(y′1)q. This contracts Lemma 2.18 (i). So
w(y′1) = 2. Similarly, w(y′3) = 2. Then by Claim 4.4, we obtain a contradiction.
Claim 4.8. The graph
y2y1 y4
y3
x2x1 x4
x3
1
can not be an induced subgraph of S−(h).
(Proof of Claim 4.8). Assume
y2y1 y4
y3
x2x1 x4
x3
1
is an induced subgraph of S−(h) with y1 and y3 as leaves.
From [8], we obtain that all leaves adjacent to y2 in S
−(h) have weight 1, otherwise h is one of
the Hoffman graphs
yx z1
z2
x
z1
z2
f2
f3
yf1
x
z1
z2
f1
y
f2
yx z
1
and
yx z1
z2
y
x
z1
z2
f1
y
f2
1
and this is not possible as their slim graphs have a cycle.
If w(y2) = 1, then y1y3y4 is a cycle in T by Claim 4.5. Hence w(y2) = 2. If w(y4) = 2, then y4
is a leaf in h by Claim 4.4 and this is also not possible. So w(y4) = 1. Then for y1, y2 and y4,
there must be 2 vertices share one common fat neighbor as w(y2) = 2 and it contradicts Claim
4.6.
Claim 4.8 and Theorem 2.20 imply that the special (−)-graph S−(h) is isomorphic to either
Am or A˜m−1. Let us first consider that S−(h) ∼= A˜m−1, that is, S−(h) is the cycle x1x2 · · ·xmx1.
For the path P = xi−1xixi+1 (where i mod m) of S−(h), we have (w(xi−1), w(xi), w(xi+1)) ∈
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2)}. By using Claim 4.5 and Claim 4.7, we have xi−1 ∼
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xi+1 in h for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. If m is even, then x1x3 · · ·xm−1 is a cycle of T ; if m is odd,
then x1x3 · · ·xmx2x4 · · ·xm−1 is a cycle of T . This shows that S−(h) 6∼= A˜m−1.
Hence S−(h) ∼= Am and assume S−(h) = x1x2 · · ·xm with m ≥ 4. By using Claim 4.5 and
Claim 4.7 again, we find that there exists two paths P1 and P2 in the graph T , where
P1 = x3x5 · · ·x2bm
2
c−1, P2 = x2x4 · · ·x2bm−1
2
c.
As T contains no cycle, both paths P1 and P2 are exactly the induced subgraphs of T . Moreover,
there exists at most one edge between P1 and P2 in the graph T . Note that if there is a weighted
path (P,w|P ) in (S−(h), w), where P = xi+1xi+2xi+3xi+4 with w(xi+1) = w(xi+4) = 2 and
w(xi+2) = w(xi+3) = 1, then
xi+3xi+1
xi+4xi+2
1
is an induced subgraph of T by Claim 4.5. This
implies that there is at most one weighted path isomorphic to (P,w|P ) in (S−(h), w).
Now we focus on the possibilities for the tree-like Hoffman graph t. Note that for help of
understanding, the numbers in the Hoffman graphs in Figure 3 and Figure 4 denote the number
of its fat neighbors in the Hoffman graph h.
(i) w(x1) = 1 or w(xm) = 1 in (S
−(h), w). Suppose w(x1) = 1, by [8], we find w(x2) = 2
and w(x3) = 1. Without loss of generality, we may define ψ(x1) = e1 + e2, ψ(x2) =
−e2, ψ(x3) = −e1 + e2 by Lemma 2.18 and φ(x1) = e1 + e2 + ef1 , φ(x2) = −e2 + ef1 +
ef2 , φ(x3) = −e1 + e2 + ef2 by Claim 4.6.
If w(x4) = 2, then ψ(x4) = e1 and φ(x4) = e1 +ef2 +efi for some i > 3. Now it is easy to
check that there is no another vertex adjacent to x4 in S
−(h) and Vs(h) = {x1, x2, x3, x4}.
The Hoffman graph t is the Hoffman graph t1,1 in Figure 3 and this is not possible.
If w(x4) = 1, then w(x5) = 2 by Claim 4.5. This also implies that w(xm) = 2, as otherwise
we find two weighted paths isomorphic to (P,w|P ) in (S−(h), w). If w(xm−1) = 1, the
Hoffman graph t is the Hoffman graph t1,2 in Figure 3; if w(xm−1) = 2, the Hoffman graph
t is the Hoffman graph t1,3 in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
By using Proposition 3.9, we find that neither t = t1,2 nor t = t1,3, since t satisfies the
condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2.
(ii) w(x1) = w(xm) = 2. If w(x2) = w(xm−1) = 1 or there is a weighted path isomorphic
to (P,w|P ) in (S−(h), w), then t is the tree-like Hoffman graph such that all its internal
vertices have valency at most 3 and all fat vertices are leaves. By using Proposition 3.9
again, we find that this is also not possible.
Now we have w(x2) = 2 or w(xm−1) = 2 and there is no weighted path isomorphic to
(P,w|P ) in (S−(h), w). Without loss of generality, we may assume w(x2) = 2. Then t is
one of the following in Figure 4 and t is isomorphic to cm.
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This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.9. Let t be an integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graph of norm 3 with
λmin(t) = −3, then t = hs(t1, . . . , tr(t)), where ti is isomorphic to one of the Hoffman graphs in
F, for i = 1, . . . , r(t).
Moreover, if t is an integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graph of norm 3, then t is an
induced Hoffman subgraph of an integrally representable tree-like Hoffman graph t˜ of norm 3
with λmin(˜t) = −3 and Vs(˜t) = Vs(t).
Proof. Proposition 3.7, Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 show the result immediately.
Corollary 4.10. Let T be an integrally representable tree of norm 3 with spectral radius 3.
Then T = hs(t1, . . . , tr(T )), where ti is isomorphic to one of the Hoffman graphs in F, for
i = 1, . . . , r(T ).
Moreover, if T is an integrally representable tree of norm 3, then T is an induced subgraph
of an integrally representable tree of norm 3 with spectral radius 3.
Proof. Let T be an integral representable tree of norm 3. If λmin(T ) = −3, the result is
obtained straightforward from Corollary 4.9. If λmin(T ) > −3, then T is an induced subgraph
of hs(t1, . . . , tr), where hs(t1, . . . , tr) has T as slim graph and ti is isomorphic to one of the
Hoffman graphs in F, for i = 1, . . . , r. Note that each fat vertex of hs(t1, . . . , tr) is a leaf.
Assume Vf (hs(t1, . . . , tr)) = {f1, . . . , fp} and define the Hoffman graph hs(t1, . . . , tr, t′1, . . . , t′p),
where t′i is isomorphic to
1
with the fat vertex fi. Then hs(t1, . . . , tr, t
′
1, . . . , t
′
p) with smallest
eigenvalue −3 has no fat vertices and has T as an induced subgraph. This completes the
proof.
5 Seedlings
In this section, we introduce and discuss seedlings. They generalize the tree-like Hoffman graphs.
Definition 5.1. Let µ be a positive real number. A tree-like Hoffman graph t with λmin(t) ≥ −µ
is called a µ-seedling if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) t is (−µ)-irreducible;
(ii) t is not a proper induced Hoffman subgraph of any (−µ)-irreducible tree-like Hoffman
graph.
The only 1-seedling is
1
and the 2-seedlings are
1
,
1
, E˜6, E˜7 and E˜8. We think that it is
important to classify the 3-seedlings. This would help us to better understand integral lattices
generated by norm 3 vectors. For 3-seedlings, we have the following results.
Lemma 5.2. Let t be a (−3)-irreducible tree-like Hoffman graph with λmin(t) = −3. Then t is
a 3-seedling.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5 (i) and Theorem 2.2 (v) directly.
Remark 5.3. Each of the Hoffman graphs in F is a 3-seedling by Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 3.12.
It follows, by Corollary 4.9, that they are the only integrally representable 3-seedlings of norm
3.
Note that if you add a fat vertex to each of the slim vertices of a µ-seedling, you obtain a
(µ + 1)-seedling. This means that
1
,
1
,
1
are also 3-seedlings. There are
other 3-seedlings, like
1
and
1
.
In Theorem 5.5 below, we give a classification of the fat 3-seedlings.
Proposition 5.4. For each edge-signed graph (E˜i, sgn) with no two (−)-edges incident, there
exists a unique fat 3-seedling having (E˜i, sgn) as its special graph, where i = 6, 7, 8.
Proof. Let (E˜i, sgn) be an edge-signed graph with no two (−)-edges incident. If a fat 3-seedling
having (E˜i, sgn) as its special graph, then it is not integrally representable of norm 3 by Remark
5.3 and every slim vertex has exactly one fat neighbor by Theorem 2.20 (ii). Now we define
a tree-like Hoffman graph t, which is obtained by replacing −
1
by
−
1
and attaching a
fat vertex to each vertex not incident to (−)-edge. Clearly, the special graph of t is (E˜i, sgn).
We claim that t is (−3)-irreducible, as otherwise t is an induced Hoffman subgraph of h with
λmin(h) ≥ −3, which is obtained by attaching fat vertices to t and is integrally representable of
norm 3 by Theorem 2.20 (ii). This is not possible as t is not integrally representable of norm 3.
We also have λmin(t) = −3, since Sp(t) is similar to −I −A(Ei), where A(Ei) is the adjacency
matrix of Ei by Lemma 3.5 (i). Lemma 5.2 shows that t is a 3-seedling. So we have shown the
existence. The uniqueness is obvious and this completes the proof.
Theorem 5.5. Let t be a fat 3-seedling. Then one of the following holds:
(i) t is isomorphic to one of these five Hoffman graphs
1
,
1
,
1
,
1
,
1
.
(ii) Its special graph S(t) is switching equivalent to E˜6, E˜7 or E˜8 and has no two (−)-edges
incident.
Proof. We may assume that t is not integrally representable of norm 3, as otherwise we are in
case (i) by Remark 5.3. By Theorem 2.20 (ii), we find that each slim vertex of t has exactly
one fat neighbor. Let S(t) = (G, sgn) be its special graph. Clearly, there is no two (−)-edges
incident in S(t), as otherwise t is the Hoffman graph
1
(t is tree-like with λmin(t) ≥ −3 and
|Nft (x)| = 1 for all x ∈ Vs(t)) and this is not possible. Now we focus on G. Lemma 2.13 shows
that G is connected. From Lemma 3.5 (i), we know that there exists a diagonal matrix D such
that DSp(t)D = −I−A(G), where Sp(t) is the special matrix of t, A(G) is the adjacent matrix
of G, and Dxx ∈ {1,−1} for all x ∈ Vs(t). This implies λmax(G) = −λmin(t) − 1 ≤ 2 and G
is not integrally representable of norm 2 (as t is not integral representable of norm 3). Hence
G is an induced subgraph of E˜i for some i ∈ {6, 7, 8}, by Smith’s Theorem, as mentioned in
the introduction. Definition 5.1 (ii) and Proposition 5.4 show that G is exactly E˜i for some
i ∈ {6, 7, 8}. This completes the proof.
Remark 5.6. There are 7 fat 3-seedlings with its special graph switching equivalent to E˜6; 18
fat 3-seedlings with its special graph switching equivalent to E˜7; 50 fat 3-seedlings with its special
graph switching equivalent to E˜8.
We would like to conclude this paper with the following problems:
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Problem 1. Classify the 3-seedlings.
A subproblem of Problem 1 is the following problem.
Problem 2. Classify the 3-seedlings t such that there exists a reduced representation ψ : Vs(t)→
Rn of norm 3 for some n, satisfying 2ψ(x) ∈ Zn for all x ∈ Vs(t).
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